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Chapter 1 : Declaration of love - Wikipedia
"I love that you get cold when it's 71 degrees out. I love that it takes you an hour and a half to order a sandwich. I love
that you get a little crinkle above your nose when you're looking at me like I'm nuts.

In the Bleach pilot, Orihime who died from falling down the stairs considers confessing to Ichigo just before
leaving for the Soul Society, but the spirit of her father advises against it, as it would only make Ichigo suffer.
She instead tearfully congratulates Marika on graduating. Except that it never seems to be played as anything
final, Kaoru of Hayate the Combat Butler does this while he and Yukiji are visiting Italy during Golden Week.
Yukiji seems to realize this, but uses her Hard-Drinking Party Girl personality to play with his mind a little
and continue the conversation as it was playing out, asking him what he likes about her sister. Kakashi reveals
this to Rin just after Obito dies. As we find out much much later, Obito never confessed because Rin loved
Kakashi. GX , Asuka planned to confess her feelings for Judai after their tag-duel in Season 4; however, she
found herself unable to spit the words out and just said she was glad to have his friendship. However, unlike
with Judai above, Yusei has always been aware of her feelings, as he then wordlessly shows that he
reciprocates. While the two are never implied to have gotten together by the glimpse into the future earlier in
the episode, at the very least, both parted with their feelings for each other laid bare. When he and Hiei save
her from a demon named Eight-Hands, Kurama uses a dream flower on her to erase her memories of the
incident and make her forget her feelings for him. Toy in The Ballad of Halo Jones. Toy decides not to clarify
and dies soon after. Just before she leaves, he calls her back and is clearly about to tell her that he loves her,
but tells her to stay warm and be careful instead. However, she passes up the chance to tell him at another
point when she knows the correct ones. She did, however, then leave the country without really telling him. A
variant in Once between the nameless protagonists: When the guy asks what she said, she refused to translate.
Finally, he found something acceptable. But thanks for saying it. Most notably in Season 1 Episode 17 and
Season 5 Episode In "Doomsday", the Tenth Doctor appears to be about to say "I love you" to Rose Tyler
before communication breaks down between the separate universes they find themselves in. As with the
Twelfth Doctor and Clara, there is disagreement as to whether he was actually going to say it, though Word of
God is that he was. This happens in Frasier with Niles and Daphne. Chandler got out that he loved Monica but
immediately took it back. Luckily Monica knew he loved her and gave him time to tell it once again. Rachel
tried to tell her assistant Tag that she likes him. Happened three times with Blair and Chuck on Gossip Girl.
The first time Blair was going to end their "you should say it first" game by telling Chuck she loves him, but
Dan made her chicken out. The second time happened long after she had already told him how she felt, only to
be rejected, and she had moved on to date his best friend her ex. The third time around Blair was single again;
she confessed her love for Chuck once more and knowing that he felt the same way about her begged him to
tell her. How I Met Your Mother: In "Drumroll, Please", Robin was going to tell Ted she had feelings for him
when he had a call, which helped him find Victoria. Thinking Ted should be with Victoria , Robin told him to
go find her. Later on, when Robin and Ted were dating, Robin wanted to tell him she loved him but ended up
saying "falafel" instead. Leverage has Parker trying to admit that she has feelings for Hardison partway
through season 3. Thankfully, Hardison knows how to speak Parker by now, and uses the analogy to explain
his stance on waiting for her. When you want them. A variation of this happens between Arthur and
Guinevere. Arthur goes through hell to get to her, only to find that Lancelot got there first. In the final episode
of season three he tries again, and tells Guinevere: In the movie, Brandon challenges Ricky to confess his love
for Noah. Unfortunately, Lily does want to be with him now, and decides to try to win him back. So Elaine,
what was it you were about to say to me when the plane was going down? Wizards of Waverly Place: Alex
came close to telling Dean she loves him twice. Think about going casual this summer? Second when he gave
her a wooden card "I love it! Robert Mallu falls in love with her during her trial for the murder of Peter
Campbell. Jessica, I love you Benson enters eyes. Music The entire premise of Confession Rehearsal , in
which Natsuki confessed to her crush Yuu, then getting cold feet and immediately told him that she was just
joking, and that the "confession" was simply a rehearsal for someone else. My tears he shall not see: But when
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I die, oh, let me lie Beneath thy loving shade, That he may loiter careless by, Where I am lowly laid. And let
the white white marble tell, If he should stoop to see, "Here lies a maid that loved thee well, Beneath the
Willow-Tree. If you fully heal the Solar Tree in Boktai , Lita will be deeply moved, to the point where she
starts to confess her love for Django Scott of Final Fantasy II considers having the heroes relay a message to
Hilda about how he feels, but orders them not to, saying that she would be pained to hear him confess his love
while dying. In The Legend of Zelda: Apparently it is not implied at all in the Japanese version. According to
Zelda Wiki, her last words in Japanese translates to "Link Breath of the Wild also has the Zora Princess
Mipha. After Zelda suffers several failures to summon her power, Mipha steps up to try and offer the Hylian
Princess some pointers. However, she was cut-off before she could finish speaking. In the ending of Paper
Mario: The Thousand-Year Door , Vivian, while seeing Mario off, almost confesses her love to him, but
suggests that he and Peach would be a good couple. In Super Dangan Ronpa 2 , during the fifth and final free
time event with Nagito, he ends his conversation with Hinata saying "From the bottom of my heart I am truly
in love with the hope that sleeps within you". The original Japanese text makes it even more obvious as his
sentence begins with the same phrasing love confessions usually do, an uses the word aishiteru, which is a
strong form of expressing love only married couples use. However, she dies before she can finish speaking.
Web Comics after the Wham Episode.
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Chapter 2 : Aborted Declaration of Love - TV Tropes
In a sentence, there is normally at least one verb that has both a subject and a tense. When a verb has a subject and a
tense, it can be referred to as a finite verb.

After spending approximately fifteen episodes of Mai-HiME following Yuuichi around like a hawk, Shiho
finally confesses that she really loves him. Presumably done by Mai to Yuuichi as he lies dying. At one of the
last episodes Sayaka was holding a wound Kouji in her arms, and thinking he was dead, she cried out she
loved him. Then she found out he was just prentending being dead, and she decided to kill him for real. And in
the second chapter of Shin Mazinger Zero she falteringly uttered she loved Kouji shortly before dying.
Whether it was an internal declaration or a vocal proclamation is up to the reader, but apparently Akane heard
it loud and clear. In Little Butterfly , outcast Nakahara is surprised when cheerful classmate Kojima is friendly
to him, but agrees to become friends. Kojima does accept his feelings, saying he thinks he might love him
back , and says they can still be friends This leads to Toono having to declare his love in turn to convince
Tamiya that the relationship is truly wanted. Domon Kasshu of G Gundam managed to turn one of these,
addressed to his kidnapped and brainwashed love interest, Rain Mikamura into the lead-in to a Finishing
Move. The finishing move, as it turns around into a combination attack that defeats the Devil Gundam by
putting a great big heart-shaped hole right through it. Allenby herself does this, but only Rain gets to hear it
during their Designated Girl Fight. And in a variation, Allenby herself is Brainwashed and Crazy during it,
and mostly expressed her love for Domon when Rain mentions him during the fight while trying to calm her
down. While surrounded by tons of fans. And with Yuki nearby, but accompanying his fiancee Ayaka. Katou
does this several times, in dramatic fashion complete with tears, in the Boys Love series Haru wo Daiteita.
Several examples in Naruto: When Sasuke sets out to betray the village, Sakura confesses her love for him and
tells him that she is willing to leave with him and betray the village just so they can stay together. When he
asks her why, she confesses her love for him with this grand speech that starts with "Your smile saved me!
Then she gets stabbed in the neck before we can hear his response -- which is still forthcoming, chapters later
and counting. Sakura then rushes to Naruto to tell him that she loves him now. This results in an emotional
train wreck of frightening proportions. Rin to Kakashi near the end of Kakashi Gaiden. You can always count
on wishy-washy Godai to to wait until the last minute to make his feelings known. This is the first climax of
the main romantic plot in Fruits Basket. He gives the choice to either forgive him or not and she takes the third
option declaring: I have no choice. I have to go against my mother! Even with all that. In Gantz , Kei
Kishimoto confesses her love for Kato right at the moment when she takes a lethal blow for him, dying right
after. Anzu does this for Kato as well, also right before she dies. Is there anyone in Gantz who does have luck
with this sort of thing? Kurono had Sakuraoka die on him, and had to unsuccessfully try to defend against half
the Gantz team to save Tae. Even Reika went the Yandere route by cloning him and admiting to some
desperate love. He misunderstands it brilliantly, in typical Sousuke fashion. Later on in the novels, Sousuke
and Kaname finally get their chance to declare their love for each other as well -- while on an open radio
frequency. Pretty much everybody that counts in both Mithril and Amalgam hears them -- including Leonard
and Tessa. While in the original Japanese Kaname uses a slightly more temperate expression of love, Sousuke
goes straight for the "aishiteru" formula -- the very same that Gauron had thrown at him during the
above-mentioned suicide attempt, and actually the most serious one in Japanese language. Sousuke gets
mercilessly teased by Kurz and Mao afterwards -- Kaname is still a prisoner of Leonard so she has it worse, as
Leonard actually beats her up. Leonard is a very sore loser, unfortunately Spoofed in Full Metal Panic: And
Rei interrupts it, too. In Code Geass , Shirley Fenette had a "knack" for this. Earlier, after a long series of
Moment Killers , she finally kissed him during a dramatic downpour -- spurred to action upon learning that
her father had died. Most of her "declaration" was silent, but it was definitely "anguished," and she finally
made her feelings perfectly clear to the Celibate Hero Lelouch. Too bad It Got Worse She makes this
confession to the most hated man in the world in public, in front of many live-broadcasting cameras. A classic
example would be Harima from School Rumble. Too bad he confessed to the wrong girl. Listing all the
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examples would take someone with way too much time on their hands. Hilarity Ensues when Harima
accidentally confesses to their male teacher, who is completely nonplussed. Because it was raining,
Tamahome just kicked a few asses, Miaka was starting to get sick, and because everyone was on an emotional
roller coaster at the time. Shirou gets up and prepares for another pathetic attempt while Saber pleads for him
to save himself. What are you doing?! I do not need you to save me! Why do you not understand that? No, if
you die because of something like this, I- Shirou: You can rely on others I want you more than anything else! I
like you the most out of everything. Saber refuses to admit to having any romantic feelings for Shirou, even
after their intimate scene; however, her final words to him were: Twice in the same chapter. Ayase, after
spending the entire series to lure Seiji into an "appropriate" moment, after nearly a year of perfect chances
being missed because of insecurities, she confesses her love and her attempts to Seiji. Seiji, however, then tells
her that he does have a girlfriend which is Midori, after spending the series not liking her. In Macross , Misa
finds out that Minmei was with Hikaru in his apartment after hearing her talking to him. Suspecting that she
lost to her, and also learning that she was to captain the SDF-2 and leaving Earth for a while, she gives one of
these to him before leaving, since she wanted to let him know her true feelings for him. He actually ends up
declaring his love for her instead. Rue confesses her love for Mytho this way in Princess Tutu. Mytho spends
most of the rest of the finale trying to save her. Her response is to laugh and say "this is my answer! And later
she confesses to his dead body after he makes a Heroic Sacrifice to save her life and asks her "Am I finally
your knight? In fact, her original confession to Hayate was pretty anguished, too. Simon, a childhood friend of
Erza from Fairy Tail , finds the courage to confess his feelings to her His lack of attention to his suroundings
while trying to tell her lands him with a busted jaw and missing eye. He almost confesses to her years later,
but dies before he can. Ai Kora features this when Maeda confesses his love for Sakurako at a school
assembly as part of a desperate attempt to win her back from her ex-boyfriend. Vincent gives Re-l one in
Episode FP bullets are harmless to humans. Maybe I should shoot his leg. I think there is some connection
between you and the Proxy. Somehow, I found myself thinking about you during our journey. Are you really a
proxy? Even so, I need to- [Vincent grabs Re-l on the arm and throws her down on the bed] Vincent: I love
you, Re-l. But for an immigrant I mean, for a monster to love you No matter how hard I tried to stop No
matter what, I still love you. One of the most heart-wrenching examples occurs in series finale of Sonic X , of
all places. After about a season of building up a relationship with her, Tails finally admits in the series finale
he loves Cosmo just before he is forced to kill her. He rejects her feelings in the kindest, sweetest way ever,
doing what he can to not break her heart further. The crew decides to resolve the issue by locking Hibiki and
Dita together until they make up. Hibiki eventually starts an Anguished Declaration of Love but gets
interrupted by the scramble alarm. Dita returns the favor in the final battle when Hibiki attempts a Heroic
Sacrifice. Alien is trying to protect the lives of everyone so Dita will protect Mr. Because Dita loves Mr.
Angel Beats created a really heartrending scene between Yuzuru Otonashi and Kanade Tachibana in the last
episode. This video explains all. Minto takes this badly and actually ends up outright fighting her, growing
increasingly impassioned and upset until she screams "I loved you!
Chapter 3 : declaration of love synonym | English synonyms dictionary | Reverso
A declaration of love is a form of expressing one's love for someone or something. It can be presented in various forms,
such as love letters, speeches, or love songs.A love declaration is more often than not explicit and straightforward.

Chapter 4 : CÃ©line Dion - Declaration Of Love Lyrics | MetroLyrics
"I love you for the million kindnesses in your heart, your infectious enthusiasm, your search for the perfect deep-fried
cheese curds. I love that you take apart a recipe, look at the parts, then put it back together better than before.

Chapter 5 : Declarations Of Love Quotes (21 quotes)
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Hear this, my declaration of love from me to you. I love you, my angel, with all my heart, and I will never stop loving you.
You are my life; you are everything to me.

Chapter 6 : Declared Love - Declaration Of Love
Celine Dion-Declaration of love!!! Category Music; Song Declaration Of Love; Artist Celine Dion; Licensed to YouTube
by SME (on behalf of Sony BMG Music Entertainment); UniÃ£o Brasileira de.

Chapter 7 : Declaration | Definition of Declaration by Merriam-Webster
Lyrics to 'Declaration of Love' by CÃ©line Dion. Come on, yeah / You are my knight in armor / The hero of my heart /
When you smile at me I see / A true world.

Chapter 8 : Declaration Of Love Quotes (44 quotes)
Love this quote. My girls are my world. This dresser however. this dresser is crazy cool. Inspiration for desk refinish.
Find this Pin and more on Declaration of love by Anna Wiese.

Chapter 9 : best Declaration of love images on Pinterest | Thinking of you, Words and Love of my life
Lyrics to "Declaration Of Love" song by Celine Dion: Come on, yeah You are my knight in armor The hero of my heart
When you smile at me I see A tru.
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